Abstract-In this paper, we present an innovative system, coined as DISTROD (a.k.a DISTRibuted Outlier Detector), for detecting outliers from distributed databases. DISTROD is able to effectively detect the so-called global outliers from distributed databases that are consistent with those produced by the centralized detection paradigm. Experimental evaluation demonstrates the good performance of DISTROD in terms of effectiveness and speed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Outlier detection is an important research problem in data mining with an aim to find a specific number of objects that are considerably dissimilar, exceptional and inconsistent with respect to the majority records in the input databases. This research problem has been intensively studied in the domain of data mining in the past 10 years. Nevertheless, most of the existing research work is focused on the centralized outlier detection problem where all the data are stored and processed in a central manner. There have been an increasing number of applications that collect and store a large amount of data in distributed (proprietary) databases, which pushes for the development of new outlier detection techniques that work effectively and efficiently under distributed computing environments.
For distributed outlier detection, it is normally desirable to detect deviating observations in the whole database rather than in any individual distributed database. As an example, it may be more useful to find irregular or unexpected credit card spending patterns with relation to the whole city (where data are scattered across several distributed community data centers), rather than to a single community. This kind of outliers are called global outliers, as opposed to the local outliers detected from any single participating database.
The most naive solution to the problem of detecting global outliers from distributed databases is to integrate the distributed databases into a single centralized one and apply the existing centralized methods to detect outliers. However, the massive amount of data in different sites renders this solution prohibitively expensive and therefore totally infeasible for most of today's applications.
The problem of detecting global outliers in a distributed environment can be formally formulated as follows. Let D denote the global database that is horizontally partitioned into t parts (i.e., 
, where f (·) denotes the outlier-ness score function that may have different application-dependent definitions. Data integration is expensive and is thus disallowed in dealing with this problem.
To effectively and efficiently detect global outliers from large distributed databases, we present a new system, called DISTROD (short for DISTRibuted Outlier Detector) in this paper. The innovative features and contributions of DISTROD are summarized as follows:
• DISTROD is able to produce global outlier detection results that are consistent with those produced in a centralized environment without expensive data integration; • DISTROD is highly efficient and scalable and therefore ideal to deal with applications with massive data volume; • The communication between the mediator and the distributed sites only involves compact summary-level information, leading to a low data transfer overhead; • Experimental results demonstrate that DISTROD is effective and efficient in detecting global outliers. Roadmap. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will present discussions on the related research work in literature. In Section 3, we will present an overview of DISTROD, the technique we propose for detecting outliers from distributed databases, where we will elaborate on its system architecture and algorithm. Experimental evaluation results are reported in Section 4. The last section concludes the whole paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Numerous research work in outlier detection has been proposed which can broadly categorized as the distributionbased methods [3] [8], the distance-based methods [11] [21] . The distance-based outlier definition is borrowed from Knorr and Ng [11] [12] . In each distributed site, a data point in a given distributed site is detected as a local outlier if its neighborhood in the radium of d contains less than N i (1−ρ) data points, where d is the scope of neighborhood, N i is the number of data points at site s i and ρ is a real valued number that satisfies 0 < ρ < 1. The final global outliers are defined as data points that have been detected as local outliers in every distributed site. The major disadvantage of this approach is that it is quite likely that a significant portion of true global outliers will fail to be detected because of the likelihood that the global outliers are only detected as local outliers in some, not all, of the distributed sites.
A kernel density estimation technique is proposed to detect distributed outliers mainly from data streams [19] . The major problem of the kernel density estimation lies in that the kernel density function will become rather complex when the dimensionality of data is high. It is also computationally expensive to calculate kernel density functions as some types of kernel functions are unbounded and integral is usually involved. In addition, selecting the kernel width, an important step when using the kernel function estimate, is not trivial. A few other research work in the area of sensor networks uses kernel density estimation as well to detect outliers from inherently distributed nodes within the network [18] [4] .
Otey et al. proposed a technique for distributed outlier detection from datasets with a mix of categorical and continuing attributes [16] . Frequent itemset mining approach is used to quantify the distance of the categorical attributes among data. The problem with this approach is that for distributed outlier detection, the support (i.e., frequency count) information needs to be transmitted to the mediator to generate the global support of all the itemsets. Due to the large number of itemsets especially for high-dimensional data, this technique usually incurs a very high communication overhead. Koufakou et. al proposed an improved distributed outlier detection method for datasets with mixed attributes [13] . It features a higher detection accuracy than the earlier method proposed in [16] , however it still utilized the same idea of frequent itemsets to quantify the outlier-ness of data points, therefore it suffers from the same problem of high communication overhead as [16] when transmitting the support information of itemsets.
III. DISTROD: OUR PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
In this section, we will present our proposed technique, called DISTROD, for detecting global outliers from large distributed databases. We will discuss in details the system architecture of DISTROD, the outlier measurement that is used to measure the strength of outlier-ness of data and finally the algorithm of DISTROD.
A. System Architecture
The system architecture diagram of DISTROD is given in Figure 1 . There are three major parties in DISTROD system: the end users, the mediator and the distributed sites. The end users are the people who request outliers (typically the top n) for certain purposes or applications. Requests from users are then passed to the mediator. The mediator is preferably a machine that can communicate with each distributor site but do not need to host or access the raw data. Upon receiving a request, the mediator starts to execute the outlier detection process. The major role of the mediator is to generate the global data summary and broadcast it to all the distributed sites for detecting outliers from each site. Each distributed site, having necessary computational capability and storage facility, collects and processes the data it receives. The final global top n outliers are generated by the mediator and returned to end users through it.
B. Outlierness Measurement
In order to quantitatively measure the strength of outlierness of data efficiently, the grid-based space partitioning is used at each distributed site. Outlier detection is performed based on a grid-like data structure with the aim to enhance the detection efficiency. The basic idea of grid-based space partitioning is to quantize each dimension into a finite number of intervals with equal length or, more complexly, with equal depth. The outlier-ness measurement that is used in our work is defined as follows. Definition 1. k-Outlying Degree Factor (k-ODF): k-ODF measures the strength of outlierness of data in the database. k-ODF of a data object p is defined as the averaged distance between p and its k nearest dense cell centroids:
) k where k is a user-specified parameter that typically takes a small value and c i is one of the k nearest dense cells of p. Dist(·) is the distance function which is applicable to both continuing and categorical data. For numeric data we use Euclidean distance, while for categorical data we use the simple match method. k-ODF measures outlier-ness for data by calculating its distance to its nearby dense regions, which is intuitive and consistent with human perception. Figure 2 presents an example of calculating k-ODF for data p when k = 3 (the crosses in the figure indicate centroids of the dense cells).
C. The Algorithm of DISTROD
DISTROD detects global outliers from distributed databases in the following steps. We highlight in each step the major task that needs to be conducted and the place (either at different distributed sites or the mediator) where such task will be carried out. This algorithm, which is referred to as the baseline algorithm, will undergo some significant optimizations/enhancements that will be presented in the next section.
Step 1: Assigning data into grid structure (distributed sites). The same grid is superimposed for all the distributed sites. Data in the local database D i at each site s i are read in sequentially and assigned into a cell in the grid. Instead of physically creating the grid structure whose number of cells will explode for high-dimensional data, we only maintain the list of populated cells. The incoming data is mapped into one appropriate cell in this list. If the data falls into a cell that is not yet in the list, then a new cell will be added into the list. The density of a cell will be incremented when a new data is assigned to it. Hash function is used to efficiently retrieve the density information of any particular cell. The major purpose for assigning data into the grid structure is to obtain the density information of cells in the grid which are considered as the local data summary, the statistical description of the data distribution at each of the distributed sites. When the datasets are too large, a more efficient way is to use sampling technique to considerably reduce the number of data. The sampling ratio can be specified by human users depending upon how quickly they want the local data summaries to be generated.
Please note that we cannot use the local data summaries directly for detecting outliers as they cannot provide the global picture for the data distribution. We need to first perform aggregation operation of the local data summaries to generate the global data summary.
Step 2: Generating the global data summary (mediator). The density of populated cells needs to aggregated in the mediator to generate the global dense cells. When aggregation is triggered, the local cell density needs to be transferred to the mediator from each distributed site. Upon receiving the density information, the aggregation is carried out to aggregate density of cells from distributed sites and identify dense cells in the grid in order to calculate k-ODF for data. The dense cells are defined as those cells whose density is higher than or equal to a certain percentage (e.g., 30%) of the total number of the whole database D. The centroids of the dense cells are called representative data which are considered as the global summary of the data. The list of representative data, simply represented by the identification number of the cell they belong to, are then broadcast from the mediator to all the distributed sites.
Step 3: Generating Local top n outliers (distributed sites). When each distributed site receives the representative data from the mediator, a full scan of the local database is performed and the k-ODF of each data is calculated. The top n local outliers will be picked up which have the highest k-ODF values at each distributed site. The local top n outliers are then sent to mediator for producing the global top outliers.
Step 4: Generating global top n outliers (mediator). When all the top n local outliers are collected, the mediator will merge them and generate the global top-n outliers. The final results are retuned to end users. Algorithm description. That detailed description of the algorithm of DISTROD is presented in Algorithm 1. The function of M ap(·) in Line 4 performs assignment of an incoming data into a particular cell in the grid structure, returning an unique cell identification number. Hash function is used within the mapping function to efficiently perform the mapping from multidimensional cell numbers to a single value for fast retrieval of its density information in Line 5. density [c] i in Line 9 denotes the density of the cell c from site s i . Sorting data based on their k ODF (p);
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Transmit top n outlier candidates from the sorting list from si to the mediator; 16 for the mediator do 17 Generate the top n global outliers;
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Return the top n global outliers;
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS In this section, we will conduct experimental study of DISTROD to evaluate its effectiveness and speed. We used Figure 3 . Effectiveness in detecting global outliers Figure 4 . Scalability w.r.t database size Figure 5 . Scalability w.r.t number of distributed sites both synthetic and real life datasets in the experimental evaluation. A synthetic data set generator is utilized to generate different datasets that feature desired number of data instances and dimensions. The real-life KDD Cup 99 Network Intrusion Detection dataset is used to detect intrusions which manifest as outlying observations. We use five machines to simulate distributed sites and one machine as the mediator. For the experiments that need to have more than five distributed sites, simulation is done through multiple sequential sessions on each of the five machines.
A. Effectiveness Study
In the effectiveness study, we will mainly investigate how well DISTROD can detect global outliers. Comparisons will be conducted between the results produced by DISTROD and that obtained by the centralized approach using KDD Cup datasets. The whole KDD Cup dataset is approximately evenly partitioned to feed distributed sites. For the centralized approach, the whole dataset is processed centrally and all the training data of distributed sites are used to create the data summary before detecting outliers from the database.
In this study, we evaluate the ability of DISTROD in detecting different number of global outliers. The value of n is varied from 10 to 100. A consistency score measure is used to measure how close the detection result of DISTROD is with regard to that of the centralized approach. The consistency score is defined as the percentage of the top n outliers returned by DISTROD that belong to the top n outliers produced by the centralized method. The exact order of outliers returned is not considered when the consistency score is evaluated. Its mathematical definition is as follows:
where S DIST ROD denotes the set of outliers detected by DISTROD, while S centrolized represents the set of outliers detected by the centralized approach. The result is presented in Figure 3 . The figure reveals that the detection result of DISTROD is completely consistent with that produced by the centralized approach for all the varying values of n. This is because that there is no approximation or information loss occurring anywhere in the detection process. Please note that the finding of this experiment does not necessarily imply that DISTROD can always deliver 100% detection accuracy.
Instead, it unveils the competence of DISTROD in effectively detecting global outliers.
To explore the detection accuracy of DISTROD, we have conducted a separate experiment to evaluate the accuracy of DISTROD using the KDD Cup datasets. The experimental results show that DISTROD is very accurate in identifying different types of attacks, with over 92% accuracy. The accuracy of DISTROD for different categories of attacks are presented as follows: DoS: Denial of Service (93.3%); R2L: unauthorized access from a remote machine (92.7%); U2R: unauthorized access to superuser or root functions (95.4%); Probing: surveillance and other probing for vulnerabilities (96.8%).
B. Scalability Study
In this experiment, we will conduct scalability study on DISTROD to evaluate its efficiency when dealing with large datasets. The number of data instances range from 100,000 to 1,000,000 to give a good simulation for large datasets. Another dimension of the scalability study is to investigate how well DISTROD can scale up with regard to the number of distributed sites. We simulate the situations where there are various number of participating distributed sites ranging from 100 to 500. Figure 4 and 5 show the scalability performance of DISTROD with regard to the number of data instances and distributed sites, respectively. From figure  4 , we can see that DISTROD exhibits a linear increase of execution time when the number of data instances increases from 100,000 to 1,000,000 for all sites. Its good linear behaviour is attributed to the use of grid-based structure and efficient one-scan algorithm in each site to construct the local data summary and detect outliers. This experiment establishes that DISTROD is well able to handle large data sources in a promising efficiency. Figure 5 shows that DISTROD is rather insensitive to the number of sites, an advantageous feature that enables DISTROD to easily handle large-scale network. The slight increase of its execution time when the number of sites increases is due to the fact that some sites who finish their processing earlier have to wait until all the other sites have finished the processing. A large number of sites will statistically increase the length of such waiting period.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we address the problem of detecting global outliers from distributed databases. A new technique called DISTROD is proposed in this paper to address this problem. DISTROD is effective and it is able to detect global outliers that are consistent with the centralized detection approaches. It is characterized with fast speed and low communication overhead. Its good performance has been demonstrated by experimental evaluations.
In the future, we are interested in using DISTROD to deal with distributed high-dimensional datasets. The concept of subspace outliers will be considered in the problem and we will be working on developing algorithms that enable DISTROD to handle subspace outliers in distributed highdimensional datasets efficiently.
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